In this thesis, I propose the semiautomatic object segmentation technique for 2D to 3D conversion. I used the GrabCut algorithm for the semiautomatic object segmentation technique method, and the GrabCut algorithm has a disadvantage that requires the user to manually input data about primary Trimap. There are also a good number of computations, although its segmentation result is relatively more accurate. The suggested method is to perform object segmentation automatically in the next frame after using the result from GrabCut for the first frame in image sequence, and then mat the object region for easy 2D to 3D conversion by using the snake algorithm. You can perform object segmentation more efficiently in image sequence by using this method.
Introduction
Demand for 3D image contents is increasing nowadays, and different techniques on producing 3D images are being developed. One needs to go through process of 2D to 3D conversion which converts 2D image to 3D image to provide high-quality 3D images. This technique has a disadvantage: it requires a lot of time and has a higher cost, since images have to be manually segmented as interest object areas in every frame.
I demonstrate a proposed solution for the problem in this thesis. I estimated the object area in first frame in the image sequence, where there are camera and object movements, by using GrabCut through user interaction and estimated the object area automatically without using user interaction in the next frame. I also did matting on the contours of the segmented object by revising the energy function of snake algorithm in order to get smooth outskirt area for easier 2D to 3D conversion. 
Related work
Object segmentation is greatly influenced by noise and complexity in color distribution, and Watershed [1] and MeanShift [2] for image space are being used to solve this problem. However, these methods over-segment the little areas, and there is a need for additional algorithm to unite these areas.
Li [3] , Bovkov, Funka-Lea [4] , Rother et al. [5] suggested interactive image segmentation method using GraphCut. The GrabCut algorithm [5] , which was suggested by Rother, designated interest areas by squares and performed object segmentation more efficiently compared to the other methods [3, 4] GrabCut designates the target area of segmentation by squares and segments the areas to the foreground and the background..
Methods referred above [3, 4, 5] work better when object segmentation is performed, and are universal methods used in image segmentation tool. However, it requires the user to manually designate previous data for foreground and background. It also requires enormous time and cost for inputting previous data of foreground and background for each frame if the user has to segment video image instead of singular image.
Proposed Method
In this Chapter, I will describe the object segmentation technique in the image sequence for 2D to 3D conversion. Fig.1 shows the suggested system flow.
Fig.1. Proposed Method flow
If the color distributions of foreground and background are similar, user interaction for background and foreground pixels is needed since there is no precise object segmentation. I used suggested method from Rother et al. [5] for post-correction.
Matting of contour is done through snake algorithm with regard to the contour of the first frame through the use of GrabCut. In this thesis, object segmentation creates smooth contour in a wide range rather than precise contour of object. The acquired contour affects the hole-filling and designation of depth in 2D to 3D conversion, and can create more natural 3D image.
Fig. 2. Matting contours -(a) : GrabCut result (b) : proposed method result using snake algorithm
In Fig.2, (a) a magnified image of portion of contour is acquired through the GrabCut method, and (b) shows the result of matting of contour by emphasizing energy of snake algorithm [6] It is hard to acquire primary area for 3D image if you use the snake algorithm because energy will gather inside. In this thesis, we acquire smooth object area through the revision of energy and snake algorithm's parameter.
If manually segmented in the first frame using user interaction, segment the object automatically using the data from the first frame in the next frame. Tracking for ROI is needed for the first step of auto-segmentation, and this step uses the morphology technique in accordance to the result of segmentation of first frame.
Create a color model by composing Trimap of three areas since segmentation through color model is needed from the second frame. The segment object after comparing color distributions in three areas generated through Trimap and color distribution of foreground and background which are segmented in the first frame.
Experiment and Result
Comparison with previous research [7] regarding semiautomatic object segmentation using GrabCut was done to evaluate the performance of suggested method. This is shown in Fig.3.   Fig. 3 . Segmentation result Fig.3 (a) shows the magnified image of contour and result of image segmentation regarding the previous research, and (b) shows the magnified image of contour and result of image segmentation done by the suggested method.
Conclusion and Future Directions
Object segmentation in 2D to 3D conversion takes a good amount of time and cost since it requires a significant amount of work for every frame. The automatic and semiautomatic methods are developed in order to solve this problem. (9) The automatic method is only used in real-time conversion for simple images due to its low quality, and most use the semiautomatic method.
This research uses GrabCut as the semiautomatic method for 2D to 3D conversion. GrabCut is easy to approach through simple user interaction and is relatively better than other algorithms which produce different results for segmentation. However, it requires many computations, so it is much more difficult to apply to the image sequence.
This thesis used GrabCut only for the first frame, which serves as a standard and carried out precise object segmentation in order to solve this problem. This thesis also suggested the use of the efficient object segmentation method in image sequence for 2D to 3D conversion by changing outskirt of object using the snake algorithm.
This research suggested system for case in which object motion among the frames is not of good quality similar to the previous research [7] so error can occur during the creation of primary Trimap if the motion among the frames is great. There is a need for improvement for the primary Trimap by analyzing the motion vector among the frames in the future research
